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Abstract: We review the state-of-the-art in deep web search and
propose a novel classiﬁcation scheme to better compare deep web search
systems. The current binary classiﬁcation (surfacing versus virtual
integration) hides a number of implicit decisions that must be made by
a developer. We make these decisions explicit by distinguishing 7 system
aspects that describe a system in terms of its functionality (what it can,
and what it cannot do) and in terms of its solution to a speciﬁc problem.
We then motivate the need for a search system which has a singleﬁeld free-text query interface that supports real-time structured search
over multiple sources. To this end, we discuss two possible federated
architectures and state the scientiﬁc challenges. Finally, we present the
ﬁndings of our ongoing project and brieﬂy outline related work to freetext interfaces over structured data.
Keywords: review, survey, deep web, deep web search, interfaces,
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1 Introduction
Most internet users are used to ﬁnding Web information with search engines such
as Google, Bing and Yahoo. These search engines provide a single point of entry
to the surface web, the part of the internet which can be discovered by following
hyperlinks (Bergman 2001). Typically these search engines crawl the surface web:
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hyperlinks are followed and snapshots of pages are downloaded and indexed. Search
results provided by the search engine are based on this local index.
Perhaps an even larger amount of information is available on the deep web, the
part of the internet which cannot be discovered by simply following hyperlinks. One
can think of information stored in structured databases that can only be accessed by
submitting a web form (Bergman 2001, Chang et al. 2004), such as product search
websites and online library catalogues. A second group of deep web information is
provided by web applications which give real-time information based on a particular
user request. Examples are online travel planners and diﬀerent kinds of booking
systems. Information from such systems can be very dynamic in nature: the same
request issued at diﬀerent moments in time may result in diﬀerent information
pages. Note that, like Amazon.com, websites can provide a hyperlink structure on
all database items to accomodate surface web search engines such that the items
may still be crawled. However, this will not guarantee that search engines will
always have the current price or the current items in stock.
In this paper, we will explore deep web search systems: search engines which
provide access to (third-party) deep web content. These systems need to deal with
the structured and dynamic nature of deep web content. We make the following
contributions. First, we present a high-level overview of existing approaches to deep
web search. Second, we present a classiﬁcation scheme of deep web search systems
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the diﬀerent types of systems.
Third, we present our vision and ongoing work in the Federated OneBox project:
an attempt to overcome some of the limitations of current deep web search systems.
The overview of this papers is as follows. In Section 2 we provide a background of
approaches to deep web search. In Section 3 we present a novel classiﬁcation scheme
of deep web search systems and use it to classify a variety of existing systems. In
Section 4 we introduce and motivate Federated OneBox, a project to improve the
state-of-the-art in deep web search. In Section 5 we describe the current state of
the project. In Section 6 we summarize and conclude this paper.

2 Background
There are three reasons why we need a deep web search engine. First, as mentioned
in the introduction, the deep web is larger than the surface web, and search engines
cannot eﬀectively search the deep web. Second, unless someone knows the name of
a deep (source) site, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd the deep source itself with current search
engines. A user is compelled to use the interface of a source site, not only because he
can thereby access the site’s deep content, but also because he can pose structured
queries, which he cannot do with current search engines. Third, each deep site has
its own interface. Therefore, a user who wants to compare items from diﬀerent sites
must repeatedly enter the same query in a diﬀerent interface, which is tiresome. A
deep web search engine with one single interface that provides structured search
over all deep sources would be very valuable: it would serve as a single point of
entry to the deep web.
Two steps are needed to create a deep web search engine. The ﬁrst step
towards a deep web search engine, is understanding the interface to the deep web
(which is typically a web form, often consisting of multiple input ﬁelds). The
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communication (e.g., of web form data) between client browser and web server has
been standardized by the W3C1 ; however, there is no standard for interface design.
Web developers are free to place or not to place labels that explain the kind of data
that should be entered in each input ﬁeld. They may use radio buttons, check boxes,
and select menus; there is no pre-deﬁned meaning for these control elements. We
rely on common sense of the web developer to design, and the user to understand the
web form and interact in a fruitful way. In an attempt to automatically understand
query interfaces, the existence of a hidden syntax that guides the creation of a query
interface is hypothesized in (Zhang et al. 2004); interface clustering is explored
in (He et al. 2004a, Zhao et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2004); and methods for integrating
interfaces of a similar domain are explored in (He et al. 2004b, 2005) (a recent
survey of query interface understanding can be found in (Khare et al. 2010)).
For the second step to create a deep web search engine, there are two
alternatives: extracting and indexing sample data from data sources, or extracting
and matching interface schemas to build mediated interfaces. These steps have
adopted the names (deep web) surfacing and virtual integration and will be
discussed in the following sections, respectively.

2.1 Surfacing
In surfacing (Raghavan & Garcia-Molina 2001, Álvarez et al. 2007, Barbosa & Freire
2007, Wu et al. 2006, Madhavan et al. 2008), web forms are automatically submitted
with “guessed” input ﬁeld values, and the resulting page is indexed like a normal
web page. Surfacing has two important aspects: i) the information is duplicated
locally at the search engine, and ii) the deep sites can be of any domain (e.g.,
travelling, medical practice, arts). Some disadvantages of surfacing are that: eﬃcient
“guessing” is a challenging task (Cafarella et al. 2008b), even for plain text data
sources (Callan & Connell 2001); maximizing databse coverage while minimizing
query traﬃc is challenging (Wu et al. 2006, Madhavan et al. 2008); it may lose
semantics (Madhavan et al. 2009); and, it is eﬀective only for certain kinds of deep
content, e.g., not for real-time content. The biggest advantage is that this approach
can be coalesced in the existing infrastructure of a search engine, allowing it to scale
to web proportions. This also allows for a single point of entry to both traditional
web search results and deep web search results.
Figure 1a illustrates the surfacing approach and its oﬄine and online processes.
The oﬄine process (depicted in grey) probes the deep sites by repeatedly submititng
web forms with guessed values for the input ﬁelds. The deep sites respond with web
pages that possibly contain search results, and those pages are stored in the search
engine’s index. The online process accepts and matches the user query against the
local index and returns results from this index.

2.2 Virtual integration
In virtual integration (Dragut et al. 2009b, Madhavan et al. 2009), deep sites are
treated as data sources that must be integrated in a larger system. A user queries
the system through a web form with multiple input ﬁelds, which reﬂects a mediated
schema over related sources. The system selects which sources to query, forwards the
query, gathers and merges the results, and presents the results to the user. Virtual
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(a) Schematic overview of surfacing. Oﬄine, snapshots of the content of deep sites are taken
and stored in a local index. Online, the user queries the system using a single-ﬁeld interface.
The query is matched against the index and local results are returned to the user.
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(b) Schematic overview of virtual integration. Oﬄine, the schemas of deep sites are detected and
a mediated interface is built. Online, the user queries the system using a multi-ﬁeld interface.
The query is forwarded to the deep sites and the results are returned to the user.

Figure 1: Surfacing versus virtual integration

integration has two important aspects: i) the information is kept remotely at the
deep sites, and ii) the deep sites must be of the same domain. The disadvantages
of this approach are that the creation of mediated web forms, source selection,
and results merging, are very challenging in a constantly changing environment
like the web (e.g., sources update their schema, change their interfaces, or sources
join or leave the system). Perhaps the biggest disadvantage is that this approach
does not scale to web proportions, despite the advancements in automatic interface
extraction and schema mapping. However, when the number of sources remains
manageable, the advantages are that the system supports structured queries, and
that it is applicable to all kinds of deep content.
Figure 1b illustrates the virtual integration approach and its oﬄine and online
processes. The oﬄine process (depicted in grey) detects the schemas of (the query
interfaces of) the deep sites and stores them in a database. It then uses this schema
index to build a mediated interface (that is, it knows exactly how each ﬁeld of the
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mediated interface maps to some ﬁeld of a deep site). The online process forwards
the user query to the deep sites, downloads and merges the content of the disparate
sources, and presents the results to the user.

3 A novel classiﬁcation of deep web search systems
The existing classiﬁcation between surfacing and virtual integration only considers
whether systems try to retrieve and index deep content (surfacing), or whether
they forward the query to deep sources through a mediated interface (virtual
integration). However, we have observed many aspects in which systems can vary.
The binary classiﬁcation (surfacing versus virtual integration) does not justify this
observation. When a web developer chooses either surfacing or virtual integration,
he or she makes a number of implicit decisions. We make these decisions explicit
by distinguishing 7 system aspects. Although some aspects are today typically
associated with either surfacing or virtual integration, we describe the aspects
independently of the two deep web search approaches.
In the next subsections, we describe the aspects and try to explain their
(dis)advantages in isolation of each other. Then, we show how existing systems can
be classiﬁed according to this new classiﬁcation scheme (see also Table 2 on page 8).

3.1 System aspects
Based on our observation of the diﬀerences amongst deep web search systems, e.g.,
their goals, their research challenges, and their solutions; we propose seven aspects
in which these systems can be categorized. The aspects are mainly functional or
technical, corresponding with the system’s goal or its solution to a speciﬁc problem,
respectively.
Index location. We distinguish between a local index or a remote index. A search
engine can build a local index of deep content and serve results from this
index. Alternatively, it can forward the query to the remote deep site, and
(thereby “using the remote index” to) show real-time results. The distinction
between local versus remote greatly resembles that of surfacing versus virtual
integration, respectively. As such, the (dis)advantages of the methods largely
coincide with those of their surfacing or virtual integration counterparts.
Further, the choice of local or remote impacts the type of retrievable content.
Type of retrievable content. We distinguish between static, dynamic, and realtime content: i) static content is not likely to change over time, e.g., like a
news article; ii) dynamic content changes over time, e.g., like the price of a
product; and, iii) real-time content is either computationally derived, e.g.,
like a web-based calculator that gives the answer to some given equation, or it
is sensory information, like travel delay information, information about items
in stock, or room availability .
An index contains content that was previously gathered. Therefore, mostly
static and dynamic content can be served from an index. An index could
in theory contain up-to-date real-time content, if the content was crawled
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and indexed just before the query was issued. However, it is not a reliable
way to show real-time content: forwarding the query to the deep source and
displaying those results is the safest way to show real-time content.

Data acquisition. We distinguish between: crawling, scraping, surfacing, and
using an API. A search engine uses crawlers to download web pages (these
pages are typically not part of the deep web). By using a standard metadata markup scheme (e.g., such as deﬁned on http://www.schema.org/), a
web site can aid the crawler in identifying meaningful parts of the page, and
even indicate structured data. Alternatively, when a site does not use such a
markup scheme, scrapers can be used to extract useful (structured) data from
web pages. Deep web data is either: i) surfaced (and possibly scraped) by the
search engine; ii) made publicly available by a deep site through the site’s
API (such that any search engine can pro-actively download the data); or,
iii) uploaded to the engine by a deep site, using an API of the search engine.
Domains and sources. We distinguish between single or multiple topical
domains (e.g., travel planning, hotel booking, or car rental), and single or
multiple sources. A search system serves results from one or more sources
which can be from the same domain, or they could be from multiple domains.
A system that supports querying over multiple domains would be more
favorable, since it would provide a single point of entry to all sorts of systems.
However, regarding structured search, it will become a daunting task to
provide structured search as the number of sources in one domain increases to
web-scale. Providing structured search to multiple sources in multiple domains
on a web-scale is a big open problem.
Type of search. We distinguish between (also) supporting structured queries or
only supporting keyword queries. Deep content is traditionally accessed by
submitting a web form that usually consists of multiple input ﬁelds. Such
a web form forces us to enter structured queries, thereby allowing focussed
retrieval. As a consequence, we expect focussed results. For example, the
search results for a notebook costing less than 200 dollars, should only contain
notebooks (so no mobile phones, game consoles, or desktop computers) which
are less than 200 dollars (so no popular notebook for 299 dollars). Though the
example might seem obvious and rather simplistic, a keyword based retrieval
system might actually produce such erroneous results.
Type of search refers to whether or not a user can pose structured queries
and expect focussed results, as in our example. This is regardless of the type
of search interface used.
Search interface. We distinguish between a single-ﬁeld (free-text) interface, or
a multi-ﬁeld interface. The single-ﬁeld interface has many beneﬁts, it is easy
to use, users are accustomed to it, and users prefer it over a web form with
multiple input ﬁelds. The challenge is that, at query-time, the free-text query
must be interpreted and translated to a structured query if possible, or, the
query should be treated as a keyword query. In a multi-ﬁeld interface, each
ﬁeld of the search interface maps to a speciﬁc ﬁeld of the deep site’s interface.
While this signiﬁcantly reduces the processing steps required at query-time,
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automatically creating and maintaining the multi-ﬁeld interface in the ﬁrst
place is challenging. Also, multi-ﬁeld interfaces have the disadvantage that
separate interfaces must be maintained per domain since each domain has its
own set of “generic ﬁelds”.
Results interface. We distinguish between a remote results interface, a localstatic interface, or a local-interactive interface. If, after a query has been
submitted, a search system immediately redirects the user to the deep site
containing the most likely result, then the system uses a remote results
interface. If the system just displays a list of results so that the user may
choose the deep site from which he wants to view the results, then the system
uses a local-static interface. If the system provides additional capabilities like
sorting and ﬁltering based on speciﬁc attributes (e.g., size, color, or price),
then the system uses a local-interactive interface.

3.2 Systems
In Table 1 we classify various (deep web search) systems according to the aspects
mentioned in the previous section. We do not claim that this list of systems is
exhaustive; however, it includes enough diﬀerent systems to give an overview of
current solutions to deep web search.
HiWE (Raghavan & Garcia-Molina 2001) and DeepBot (Álvarez et al. 2007), the
ﬁrst two systems in Table 1, are actually just crawlers and are not complete search
systems. However, the kind of results we could expect with a hypothetical search
system on top of the crawled data would be dynamic in nature; this hypothetical
ﬁnding is indicated with parenthesis in the table.
The WebTables (Omnivore) project (Cafarella et al. 2008a, Cafarella 2009)
extracts structured information from tables (i.e., indicated with the <table> HTML
tag) residing in web pages found in the Google index. It is not entirely clear
what kind of structured queries are supported, and what kind of query and
results interfaces are used. According to the authors, queries may contain spatial
operators (e.g, samecol and samerow, which only return results if the search terms
appear in cells in the same column or row of the table) and query-appropriate
visialization methods are used to render the results.
Google also surfaces deep content (Madhavan et al. 2008, Cafarella et al. 2008b),
but, to our knowledge, the system does not support structured (key-value) queries;
instead, the standard keyword index is used. Since the results are served from a
local index, the system can serve both static and dynamic results, but it cannot
serve real-time results.
“Item search”2 refers to structured (key-value) search that is enabled because:
i) the search engine supports structured queries; and ii) the (surface or deep web)
data is published in an open standard, or is delivered via an API. Examples of item
search systems include Bing product search, Yahoo shopping, and PriceRunner.
These systems require an index since some data may be crawled from the surface
web. Also, they support structured search by means of facets. For example, in
PriceRunner, the search results for the keywords “digital camera” can be narrowed
down further by facets like manufacturer, eﬀective pixels, and optical zoom.
Structured queries can only be speciﬁed by making use of the facets, e.g., typing
“digital camera, manufacturer: Sony” in the search ﬁeld does not yield the same
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Table 1

A classiﬁcation of deep web search systems. Items between parenthesis are
hypothetical and are not explicitly reported in the original paper(s).

Virtual
integration

Surfacing
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HiWE
DeepBot
WebTables
Google surfacing
“Item search”
Flight planners
MetaQuerier
WISE-integrator
VisQI
OneBox
Federated OneBox

Table 2

Index
loc.

Data
acq.

Sources
& dom.

Search
type

Search
interface

Results
interface

Retriev.
results

L
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
R

2,3
2
3
2
1b,4a
(3,4b)
(3,4b)
(3,4b)
(3,4b)
4a,4b
4a,4b

B,2
B,2
B,2
B,2
B,2
A,2
A,1
A,2
A,2
A,1
B,2

(1)
2
(1,2)
1
1
1
1
1
1

(1)
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

(2)
2
3
3
(2)
(2)
(2)
1,2
1,2

(2)
(2)
1,2
1,2
1,2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3

Legend explaining the aspects and values in Table 1.
Aspect

Short description

Index location
R - Remote
L - Local

Search engine shows real-time results from remote data source(s)
Search engine shows results from local index

Data acquisition
1a - Crawling
1b - Standard
2 - Surfacing
3 - Scraping
4a - API-1
4b - API-2

Search engine downloads web pages by following hyper links
Web pages contain meta-data markup that is known to the crawler
Search engine surfaces web pages by submitting web forms
Search engine extracts structured records from web pages
Web site uploads structured data to a search engine’s API
Search engine downloads structured data from a deep site’s API

Sources and domains
1 - Single
2 - Multiple
A - Single
B - Multiple

Search engine can only return answers from one source
Search engine can return answers from multiple source
All sources are from the same domain
Sources are or can be from diﬀerent domains

Search type
1 - Structured
2 - Non-structured

Search engine supports structured (key-value) queries
Search engine supports basic keyword queries

Search interface
1 - Single ﬁeld
2 - Multiple ﬁelds

Search interface consists of single text ﬁeld
Search interface has multiple input ﬁelds

Results interface
1 - Remote
2 - Local-static
3 - Local-interactive

Results are accessed and displayed from the original source
Result summaries are simply displayed at the search engine
Results can be ﬁltered or sorted on diﬀerent attributes

Retrievable results
1 - Static
2 - Dynamic
3 - Real-time

Content is not likely to change over time
Content is very likely to (repeatedly) change over time
Content is the real-time result of a (proprietary) web application

results as typing “digital camera” and choosing “Sony” for the manufacturer facet.
Note that the structured queries are only possible after issuing a keyword query,
because the facets are only shown in the results interface. The initial query interface
only shows a keyword input ﬁeld.
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A ﬂight planner3 brokers over many airline sites and shows real-time ﬂight
results. A multi-ﬁeld search interface allows users to enter structured queries. The
available ﬂights are shown in a local-interactive interface allowing the user to reﬁne
the results and easily compare results from diﬀerent sources.
MetaQuerier (He et al. 2005) translates, on-the-ﬂy, a query expressed in one
interface to a set of queries in a target interface. Translation can take place without
speciﬁcally prepared translation knowledge for a source; so it should be applicable
over various domains. However, both source and target interfaces should be from
the same domain. The interface in which the results are shown is not deﬁned.
WISE-integrator (He et al. 2004b) automatically creates a uniﬁed interface for a
group of web forms of the same domain. Based on the visual layout of a web form, it
extracts attributes which are used to match and integrate multiple interfaces into a
uniﬁed interface. The uniﬁed interface consists of multiple ﬁelds, so users can pose
structured queries. It is unclear how results are presented to the user.
VisQI (Dragut et al. 2009a,b, Kabisch et al. 2010) also automatically creates
uniﬁed interfaces for groups of web forms of the same domain. It adopts
a hierarchical representation of query interfaces, and it outperforms previous
approaches (on extracting query interfaces) with about 6.5%. Users can pose
structured queries, but it is unclear how results are presented to the user.
OneBoxwas introduced as a free-text interface on top of web form of a deep
site. It consists of a single input ﬁeld in which queries can be phrased in a natural
language fashion, and it support structured search. In the next section, we illustrate
the functionality of OneBox by means of an example. We then describe the larger
and ongoing Federated OneBox research project.

4 Federated OneBox – a single text search box to search the deep
web
The functionality of a OneBox can be illustrated by the following example. Consider
the mutli-ﬁeld web form in Figure 2a, in which a user can enter structured queries.
The single-ﬁeld interface in Figure 2b allows a user to enter free-text queries, which
are then interpreted by the system. A query interpretation eﬀectively represents a
ﬁlled out version of the web form shown in Figure 2a, and can be displayed like a
standard web search result, as depicted at the bottom of Figure 2b. By clicking on
a result, the user “submits the ﬁlled out web form” and gains access to the deep
content.
OneBox is part of a larger Federated OneBox research project in which we
envision a system where users can search both the deep and the surface web using
just one single text box interface, e.g., like the interface in Figure 2b. It serves as a
single entry point to the complete web, oﬀering both structured and unstructured
search. In relation to the classiﬁcation shown in Table 3, Federated OneBox
contains aspects that are normally found in surfacing approaches (e.g., a single
text search interface to all data, searching of many sources and domains), but in
essence it is a virtual integration approach (e.g., remote indices, dynamic and realtime results); as such, it combines the best of both worlds. A Federated OneBox
system would be the only one to oﬀer multi-domain, structured search capabilities
through a uniform, single-ﬁeld search interface. It would alleviate the user from ﬁrst
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(a) A multi-ﬁeld web form that supports
structured search and oﬀers query
suggestions.
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(b) A single-ﬁeld interface that also
supports structured search and oﬀers query
suggestions.

Figure 2: Multi-ﬁeld and single-ﬁeld interfaces oﬀering structured search.
ﬁnding relevant (deep) sources, then selecting which sources to use, and ﬁnally from
having to reformulate the query for each source. When a user enters a structured
information need, the system will ﬁnd relevant sources, rank them, and rephrase
the information need in the query format of each selected source.
In this research project, we investigate techniques towards enabling such a
Federated OneBox system. Next, we discuss the high-level architectural solutions,
and we outline the scientiﬁc challenges in this project.

4.1 A federated architecture
Deep sites are autonomous, independent, and oﬀer site-speciﬁc search capabilities.
We would like to somehow harness the combined (site-speciﬁc) search capability
over all these sites. A centralized approach which crawls and indexes all data, cannot
oﬀer this combined (site-speciﬁc) search capability. Therefore, we are motivated
to research federated search architectures. First, deep sites can be viewed as
participants in a dataspace (Franklin et al. 2005, Halevy et al. 2006). Key ideas
of a dataspace are that participants co-exist, there is no central coordination, and
they all provide support for, at least, text querying. Second, a single entry-point to
search over all the participants can be provided by means of a search broker. Having
a broker and multiple participants, is essentially a federated architecture (Callan
2000, Si & Callan 2005).
There are two main architectures in which a Federated OneBox system can
be realized. In the ﬁrst architecture, shown in Figure 3a, a OneBox is placed as an
abstraction layer on top of the local search interface of a deep web site. A OneBox
is conﬁgured for each deep site to provide a free-text search interface over a multiﬁeld search interface: each site then supports local structured search by means of a
free-text query. This in turn simpliﬁes federated search in two ways. First, there is
no need for a mediated schema per domain, because all sources of all domains have
a single ﬁeld, free-text, interface. Second, no query-transformation is needed at the
broker: a free-text query can be forwarded as is. This architecture procures surface
web search by making use of the keyword search capabilities of surface web search
engines; and, it procures (structured) deep web search by making use of the free-text
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FEDERATED ONEBOX - A search engine for deep & surface web
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(b) Architecture 2.

Figure 3: Alternative architectures for Federated OneBox.
search capabilities of the OneBox at each deep site. Note that each deep site can
conﬁgure its own OneBox, this does not need to be conﬁgured by the Federated
OneBox. Finally, the Federated OneBox system provides a single point of entry
to the web by brokering over all these search egines like a meta search engine. The
Federated OneBox system describes all search engines in an oﬄine process, which
is indicated in grey in the ﬁgure. At query time, the system ranks and selects the
most relevant search engines to further process the query, i.e., to forward the query
in order to obtain results. This approach introduces some network latency because,
once the query is forwarded, the system must wait for the responses of the remote
engines before it can merge and show the results to the user. However, the retrieved
results are always up-to-date.
In the second architecture, shown in Figure 3b, the Federated OneBox system
keeps a OneBox conﬁguration for each deep site in a special deep web entry-point
index. This index does not contain actual deep content. Instead, it contains ‘entrypoints’ that provide acces to deep data, as explained at the beginning of Section 4
(i.e., queries matched against this index result in query interpretations; a query
interpretation corresponds to a ﬁlled out web form; and, by submitting the web form
we can obtain deep web results). As such, query interpretations can be generated
as search results without consulting the deep web search engine. As a consequence,
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this architecture does not introduce additional network latency for producing deep
web search results. In this architecture, there are at least two alternatives for
enabling surface web search, these are not detailed further in the ﬁgure. The ﬁrst
alternative is to “out source” surface web search, i.e., to forward the query to
existing web search engines and merge their results with the deep results. Like in
the ﬁrst acrhitecture, this introduces some additional network latency. The second
alternative is to let the system itself crawl and index the surface web; a user query
can then be matched against both local indexes (i.e., one for the deep web and
one for the surface web). This alternative has two advantages. First, there is no
additional network latency which is otherwise introduced by query forwarding.
Second, the system has access to the actual scores one which the rankings are based,
which can lead to better combined ﬁnal rankings of the deep and surface results.

4.2 Scientiﬁc challenges
We present an adapted list of scientiﬁc challenges relating to, on the one hand,
providing free-text access to deep content, and on the other hand, relating to the
general challenges in federated search.
Query description There is need for a formal syntax in which web administrators
can specify the accepted language of the particular resource. How can we keep
this intuitive and simple, while allowing enough freedom to specify almost
any kind of query, and strict enough to allow easy parsing?
Query translation Due to possible spelling errors, ambiguity, or unknown words
to the system, extracting the intended meaning of free-text queries is
challenging. A query could be interpreted in diﬀerent ways. How to devise
a feasible approach that achieves reasonable performance over a large
percentage of the user queries?
Interpretation ranking As stated in the previous point, a query could be
interpreted in many ways. How to rank these interpretations in order to
minimize the user’s eﬀort to scan through all interpretations, thus quickly
ﬁnding the right one?
User ignorance How to bridge the gap between the expectations of the user and
the capabilities of the system? Is it feasible to automatically suggest available
search facets while typing (i.e. the aspects in which the search query can
be narrowed further to obtain more speciﬁc results)? How to automatically
choose suggestions such that the user: 1) is guided while formulating more
distinctive queries, and 2) can ﬁnish formulating the query faster?
System ignorance How to automatically expand the system’s knowledge about
valid queries? For example, given a query that contains unknown words, the
system presents several annotated interpretations. Then, if the same query is
given many times and a particular interpretation is often selected, the system
could learn a new rule which includes the unknown word.
Resource description A resource description should facilitate the process of
resource selection. A query description (the ﬁrst challenge) not only describes
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how a query should be translated: it eﬀectively describes a resource by its
accepted queries. How to adapt and use this description for resource selection?
Resource selection Traditionally, standard IR techniques are applied to rank and
select the top(k ) resources. Blindly applying these techniques to our resource
descriptions will not work, since we describe the accepted queries instead of
the resource’s contents. How to rank these resources in order to select the
top(k ), given our resource descriptions? How to determine k ?
Results merging A problem of re-ranking a set of results by their relevancy in
order to maximize retrieval precision. One resource may return many relevant
results, while another may return very few. How to determine the number
of results to retrieve from each resource? How to measure their relevancy, in
order to rank by relevancy?

5 Ongoing work
We now brieﬂy discuss our preliminary results and other research related speciﬁcaly
to textual interfaces for querying structured data.

5.1 A free-text interface
We created a novel speciﬁcation language for conﬁguring OneBox: a free-text
interface (FTI) to a multi-ﬁeld web form. A OneBox conﬁguration speciﬁes: i) the
dictionary, i.e., the list of accepted tokens for each ﬁeld; ii) an optional set of
constraints, e.g., certain input ﬁelds may be mandatory and must be ﬁlled out by
the user; iii) a list of patterns that are used to generate suggestions and interpret
the query; and, iv) the URL of the webform and the formatting rules to display
a query interpretation. Using the patterns and the dictionary, OneBox extracts
tokens from a query and assigns them to the web form’s ﬁelds, eﬀectively ﬁlling
out the web form. OneBox not only interprets the query, it also generates query
suggestions on the ﬂy.

5.1.1 Results
We carried out a user study to compare the FTI with an existing travel planner
web form. Our results showed that the subjects were signiﬁcantly faster at ﬁnding
information when using the FTI instead of the complex form by about 9%.
Furthermore, they preferred the FTI over the complex web form. The results
also showed that the subjects were highly consistent in their individual query
formulations, and that there was considerable query variation between subjects,
even in such a relatively simple travel planning scenario.

5.1.2 Related work
(Meng 1999) also researched how to ﬁll out a web form with a given text query.
He used statistical disambiguation techniques; however, this requires a substantial
amount of (manually annotated) training data from diﬀerent sources in one domain
that is often diﬃcult to obtain. Instead of statistical disambiguation, OneBox
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scans for valid pattern combinations and presents a ranked list of alternative
interpretations to the user.
Several
grammar-based
natural
language
interfaces
have
been
developed (Burton 1976, Hendrix et al. 1978, Carbonell et al. 1983, Carbonell &
Hayes 1981); however, the majority of these systems were application-speciﬁc which
made it diﬃcult to port the systems to diﬀerent applications (Androutsopoulos
et al. 1995). The diﬃculty of porting a system from one application (domain)
to another is also apparent in information extraction systems, i.e. systems that
extract all entities from large bodies of texts. The Common Pattern Speciﬁcation
Language (CPSL) was proposed to overcome the diﬃculty of porting (Appelt
& Onyshkevych 1996). At the heart of the CPSL grammar are the rules. Each
rule has a priority, a pattern and an action. In the spirit of CPSL, we propose
a pattern speciﬁcation language, and use the patterns to scan the input text.
However, we generate interactive query suggestions and we produce a ranked list
of interpretations instead of a single interpretation.

5.2 When dictionaries are unavailable
The OneBox prototype described in the previous subsection used a dictionary to
extract tokens from a query and applied heuristics to rank query interpretations. We
extended this prototype by adding token models for identifying possible tokens and
applying a probabilistic framework for ranking query interpretations. Therefore,
it is able to map out-of-dictionary tokens to ﬁelds of a web form, which to our
knowledge, is not done by any other system. This approach oﬀers greater ﬂexibility
and requires less domain knowledge than existing systems.

5.2.1 Preliminary results
We measured the correctness of the ﬁrst result (i.e., succ@1) for the following
systems: Upperbound A: the OneBox prototype described in the previous section
that uses a dictionary and ranks by heuristics. Upperbound B : the extended OneBox
that uses a dictionary and a probabilistic framework for ranking. System C : the
extended OneBox that has no dictionary (i.e., the dictionary is empty), and uses a
probabilistic framework for ranking.
The succ@1-results for the three systems are as follows: 0.9075 for Upperbound A,
0.9958 for Upperbound B, and 0.7075 for System C. These results are promising:
even with an empty dictionary, this prototype (system C) can ﬁnd the right answer
in 7 out of 10 times. As the dictionary grows and more tokens are added to the
system, the performace will increase towards upperbound-B.

5.2.2 Related work
Similar problems arise in query segmentation (Hagen et al. 2011), and query
annotation (Li et al. 2009, Bendersky et al. 2011): a query must be divided into
query segments and each segment must be annotated with some label. A label would
typically be a name of an input ﬁeld of a web form, or of the column of a table. This
approach is taken in, e.g., (Borkar et al. 2001, Calado et al. 2002, Zhou et al. 2007,
Sarkas et al. 2010). Like our work, these system use a probabilistic framework (e.g.,
a Hidden Markov Model, or Conditional Random Fields). However, these systems
do not attempt to identify and label out-of-dictionary tokens.
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6 Conclusion and future work
We presented an overview of the state-of-the-art in deep web search and proposed a
novel classiﬁcation scheme to better compare deep web search systems. The current
binary classiﬁcation (surfacing versus virtual integration) hides a number of implicit
decisions that must be made by a developer. We make these decisions explicit by
distinguishing 7 system aspects that describe a system in terms of its functionality
and in terms of its solutions to speciﬁc problems.
We motivated the need for Federated OneBox, a search system with one
single-ﬁeld free-text query interface that supports real-time structured search over
multiple sources. Federated OneBox contains aspects that are normally found in
surfacing approaches (e.g., a single text search interface to all data, searching of
many sources and domains), but in essence it is a virtual integration approach (e.g.,
remote indices, dynamic and real-time results); as such, it combines the best of
both worlds. We have layed out a roadmap towards realizing Federated OneBox;
we have presented our preliminary ﬁndinds; and, we have discussed related work
speciﬁc to free-text interfaces to search structured data.
Future work will focus more on the challenges relating to federated search (see
Section 4.2); up until now, we have focussed on the other challenges relating to
free-text interfaces over structured data.
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